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Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 79 pages. With the simple snap of a football, Tony
Maglioccos life changed forever. What seemed like the bet of a lifetime, has now turned into a true
major league nightmare. A fifty-thousand by Monday or Tony and his friends will be floating in the
East River kind of nightmare. Sitting across from Don Luciano, Littles Italys mob boss, Tony and his
friends Ralphie and Louie know theyre in a nasty bind, and there is only one thing to do. . . Get the
hell out of town! Welcome to Ken-Friggin-Tucky!!! Hiding from Don Luciano in Kentucky, Tony and
the boys are like ducks out of water when it comes to the down home living on a farm. Finally
banished to the field to plant corn, which of course they screw up, the guys are home sick and
nearly broke when their tired, weary heads hit the pillows. KA-BOOM Jumping out of bed, the fellas
are scared to death. Thinking that Don Luciano has finally found them, they soon realize that
something has crashed in the corn field. Running outside, Tony and the boys race through the dark
field towards the smouldering hole. Their jaws...
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ReviewsReviews

It is an awesome publication which i actually have ever read through. it had been writtern really properly and valuable. I found out this book from my i and
dad recommended this pdf to discover.
-- Doyle Schmeler-- Doyle Schmeler

This book is definitely not simple to begin on studying but quite fun to see. I actually have read and that i am sure that i will gonna read through yet again
once again in the foreseeable future. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Brennan Koelpin-- Brennan Koelpin
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